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The university also looked to establishing a polytechnic campus nearly two miles west of the original 
campus in 1889 as a means to avoiding building in the University Place area.  The university board of trustees 
pursued plans with the West End Land Company to purchase about 100 acres of lands on which to erect 
$40,000 in buildings surrounded by experimental grounds.  When the university was unable to secure a contract 
that protected its assets and assured proceeds adequate to fund the new campus, the deal fell through.  That 
same year, the university tried to purchase land downtown for the medical and law schools’ use, again directing 
growth away from the University Place campus.  The board then tried to establish a polytechnic school on the 
east side of Des Moines, but was unsuccessful in striking an agreement to the benefit of the university.  Finally, 
the town of University Place in 1890 vacated a portion of 27th Street so that the university could build a science 
hall to the west of the Main Building, without intruding on the original five-acre campus lawn.  In the early 
1900s, the university would build three buildings on the original campus site, but each positioned to the side of 
the Main Building, to preserve the planned vista view (Minutes, March 12, December 9, 1889; April 9, 1890) 
[Conclusion of Jennifer James’ section].

Drake University as a Spectulative Apartment Block Developer:

The university determined that it profit better by partnering in apartment house building rather than 
simply let its endowment remain in the bank.  The move had nothing to do with student housing.  It wasn’t very 
successful.  The single endeavor, consisting of a multi-unit apartment complex, was only partly completed and 
the experiment was not repeated. 

Drake University Student Housing, On and Off Campus:

Drake University’s very first building, the Student’s Home, as the name implies, provided living 
quarters for some large proportion of the earliest student body.  It is presumed that board accompanied the digs 
but this in not documented.  There were various eateries that functioned as eating clubs, selling tickets at a 
reduced rate with the student choosing when to do the eating.  One of these was located on Forest Avenue.

The developing off-campus housing data clearly indicates that students were being housed in private 
homes.  They tended to be segregated by sex and again, it is not known how commonly board came with the 
sleeping room.

The growing student body soon eclipsed any university effort or desire to provide housing on campus 
and it was obviously school policy to let the market handle housing and boarding of students.  The original 
dormitory was sold off in the middle 1890s and the next dormitory was not built until 1927 and it was built to 
house female students.  The Greek social system context describes how post-war dormitory construction 
provided better living conditions for on-campus living than did many fraternity and sorority houses.  The 
university even considered assuming a partnering role in developing “Greek Row” housing on university land.  
On campus housing substantially changed the demand for private leased housing off campus.  Most recently 
large scale apartment construction has further redefined the nature and quality of housing for Drake University 
students.

Off Campus Living and House Clubs:

Were it not for four near simultaneous attic-level house fires, all in club house residences that were 
located on the same street and block, this topic would have remained undocumented.  Most of these clubs were 
disguised Greek houses, while the others were professional club houses such as that of the law college, Sword 
and Balance.
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Club Houses Be Doomed!!!
  When the roof of the Etsis House burned, it was an accident.  When the third floor of the Sword 
and Balance Klub caught fire the following Saturday at the same hour, it was a coincidence.  
When, about a month later, the Dirks came piling out to see their roof burning, people murmured 
“Habit.”  But when the Odis Club got the habit and applied for a new roof, it was all the rage.  
What do you you know about it, anyway?  Three club houses within a block on the same street 
all get new third stories, while the fourth gets four fine rooms in the sky parlor.  There must be a 
clew!  Six insurance men tour the various habitations in University Place and find at the 
remaining houses that all trunks and suitcases are packed, dress suits next to the door and 
everything in readiness for the coming fashion.  Insurance goes up by leaps and bounds.
  But the clew.  The owners declare that it is most inexpedient and inadvisable to rent a home to 
any club without adequate provision to shelter all members, for they will get more room anyway.  
Those who know say that if the fires had occurred in the evening the natural cause would be the 
multitudinous sparking that is continually going on those moonlit evenings.  Since chafing dishes 
are still perfectly good fudge implements, this may be another glimmer. At the prsent time the 
consensus of opinion and the weight of evidence in regard to the Sword and Balance fire points 
to the careless use of curling irons by the mustache growers among the lawless Laws.  The 
disadvocators of such cliques are assured that the aforesaid custom among such institutions is the 
absolute and irrevocable proof that such rooming houses cannot exist on the face of the earth 
(Quax, 1914, p. 286).

Figure 3-40: Sword and Balance fire (Quax, 1914, p. 287)

The Sword and Balance Klub was actually a law social fraternity, Sigma Beta Kappa, which formed 
1909-10.
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Figure 3-41: Etsis fire (Quax, 1914, p. 287)

Etsis was the sorority Epsilon Tau Sigma.

Figure 3-42: “Juniors Chapel (unidentified residence) (Quax, 1912)

White gowns and mortarboards are the only clues as to the identity of the Juniors.  Both men and women 
are represented in their ranks.

Off campus living was alive and well early on.  The geographic distribution of students as of 1892, 
1904, and 1920, shows that the concentration of these residences was initially northeast and north of the 
campus.  A great many former student residences were removed by campus expansion.  By 1920 the automobile 
and streetcar enabled students to reside throughout the city but the core location remained to the north and south 
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of the campus.  Students resided with resident families.  Many likely had familial or social connections with 
their hosts.  As noted, homes tended to host just one species of student, male or female, although there were a 
few exceptions.  Small numbers of students were also the norm.

The Delphic printed a list of off-campus addresses and weekly rates.  Assuming that this was a complete 
list, and not simply a list of available housing, there were rooms for 153 male students and 155 female students.  
It must also be assumed that there was actually a market for all of the rooms, that there was no market surplus.  
There were rooms available for 152 male students and 160 female students.  Weekly rates ranged from one 
dollar to fifteen dollars, so at some point board must have come with the room.  Female students enjoyed both 
cheaper and more expensive housing.  Five percent of female students paid $4.00 or less a week, while just 
three percent of males could pay as little.  One third of male students paid $7.00 or less weekly, while 26.5 
percent of their counterparts could do so.  Twenty-eight percent of males paid $10.00 or more, while forty 
percent of females did so.  Sixteen female sleeping rooms cost $12-18 a week, compared to four high-end male 
rooms priced at $12-12.50.  Single female household accomodations accounted for 24 percent of all offerings, 
while the male equivalent was just under 18 percent.  One to three rooms housing accounted for 74 percent of 
all male housing, and 81 percent of female housing.  The highest capacity homes were filled mostly with male 
students.  Thirty-nine male students occupied houses with four or five sleeping rooms, while just seven female 
students did so (Quax, September 20, 1904).

An underappreciated fact is the substantial presence in the student ranks of foreign students, particularly 
Pacific Islanders.  By 1915 there were enough of these distant alumni to plot them on a world map in the Quax.

The 1920 off-campus housing data provides no cost figures but the listings do indicate that students 
from the same home community (likely often siblings?) tended to share the same or adjoining addresses.  The 
very few suriving Greek houses at that time were almost completely filled with Iowa natives, although the 
Greek ranks at that time were considerably reduced in numbers (1920 Des Moines City Directory).

Figure 3-43: Tux Club House (Quax, 1912)

The Tux Club was founded April 17, 1907, but it was in reality Tau Psi fraternity.  Its purpose 
remains illusive but by 1912 it had a dozen alumni and sixteen current members.  Another organization 
was the “Student’s Dress Club” that was located at 1207 25th Street, well south of campus.  The “dress 
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club” reference was to the many dry cleaning firms that went by that same name.  The purpose was 
presumably that of a social club.

Figure 3-44: Senior Dorm House, southeast corner, 28th and University, view southeast 
(the former college president’s residence) (non-extant) (Quax, 1938)

A major impetus for replacing multi-family (or multi-student) housing with single-family residency was 
the first zoning of the City of Des Moines, accomplished c.1927.  That zoning enabled home owners to add 
apartments with separate entrances (which is to say exterior stairs or fire escapes).  Still this physical 
transformation of the Drake neighborhood largely post-dated 1949 at which time single-family occupancy still 
remained dominant.  Most of the transformation appears to have taken place during the post-World War II 
years.  Curiously this was at a time when the university was busily building new dormitories.  Part of the cause 
for the apartment transformation was the emergence of a new renter class that was attracted to the 
neighborhood.  This group included “hangers-on” who simply remained near their former campus and others 
who were drawn to what constituted the city’s residual counter culture.  Other factors that displaced home 
owners were aggressive campus expansion and the interstate highway construction.

Figure 3-45: 1954 basement apartment. (Quax, 1954)
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Freshman student Paul Fusco’s six-dollar a week one-room basement quarters were featured in the Quax 
in 1954 as a testimonial for the University’s campaign to build additional dormitories.  That year a 25-year 
campus expansion plan was announced.  The student housing situation, “which until now had required off-
campus rooming for much of the Drake enrollment and with the area surrounding the university filled with 
twento to fifty-year old houses, many of which were cut up into multiple dwelling units,” was now to be 
changed.

Figure 3-46: 1974 Brattleboro Boogie Band (Quax, p. 197)

Beginning in 1974, the Drake yearbooks celebrated dorm hall life and photographs of each “house” 
began to appear, as had Greek group and house photos for generations.  This new emphasis on campus life 
coincided with the anti-institutional ethos of those times many students ceased to join organizations.  Campus 
traditions such as the election of a homecoming king and queen waned and even the yearbook briefly 
disappeared.  In 1964, the annual Younkers Department Store campus queen “dress-up” photo was transformed 
into a dressed-up couple.

Figure 3-47: Have car will travel (Quax, 1980, p. 259)
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Campus Lifeways:

A perusal of the Quax yearbooks nicely illustrates how each generation of Drake students contributed 
their creative and youthful energy to enriching the university community.  Necessarily the university evolved in 
response to the demands of its changing student body.  Athletics, the Greek system, on-campus housing, a 
modern campus (student union, department specific buildings), parking, beer on campus, public art and 
landscaping, remote learning, adult continuing education, and so on were all adopted so as to keep the 
institution competitive in changing times.

Figure 3-48: Drake Duck (Drake Delphic, October 21, 1903)
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Figure 3-49:  An uncommon appearance of the Duck mascot (Quax, 1905)

Figure 3-50: Another Quake is felt in University Place-Drake Celebration on University Avenue 
(Delphic, May 10, 1906)
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Figure 3-51: Declining fortunes over four years, 1914 (Quax, p. 281)

Figure 3-52: Outing, unspecified location (Quax, 1908)
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Figure 3-53: Bucolic picnic, undated (Quax, 1956, p. 12)

Figure 3-54: Des Moines River outing (Quax, 1905)
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Given the lack of parks and the inexorable loss of campus open space over time, the Des Moines River, 
Kirkwood Glen to the northwest, and other unspoiled retreats were favored by the University Community as 
picnic sites.

The year 1911 was a catylist of sorts for student self-assertion on campus.  That year the student body 
raised the initial $5,000 to build a gymnasium (men’s).  It was the first year that the seniors began to paint their 
year on the campus smokestack with much attention being paid to how high up the painting was done.  It was 
the apex year of the social club with an impressive listing of those clubs and its busy calendar included “Flunk 
Day,” likely a percursor of Skip Day.  The event of 1912 was an impressive “Save The Medics” parade that 
presumably advocated for saving the university’s medical school.  By 1913 area phones had a “Drake Park” 
prefix.

By 1917 the venerable Duck mascot was under threat by the bulldog.  It is said that the latter’s origin 
was simply one of convenience, a coach being the owner of one such beast.

One ancient tradition was skip day.  It evolved as did the university’s football program.  Following the 
first season’s victory (although that became confusing at times when every victory resulted in yet another 
partially supported day off) students congregated at 25th and University, boarded the streetcars en masse and 
proceeded downtown where they occupied the Paramount Theater and in later years the Capital Building.  The 
downtown was similarly commandeered for homecoming and a parade followed Locust Street.  The high point 
of skip day came with university alumnus Robert Ray was the governor and the Capital Building was deemed 
all the more accessible for teepeeing and the Governor himself would formally announce the day of days.  Skip 
Day 1956 resulted in claims for $199.45 in property damages.

Figure 3-55: Skip day, 1957 (Quax, pp. 50-51)
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The post-war trailer village as well as the large proportion of war veteran students on campus must have 
had quite an impact on the university community.  The trailers were a heterogenious mix of trailer types and 
they seem to have been arranged by type based on the following images.  By 1952 the trailer residents had their 
own governing council.

Figure 3-56: Map of trailer village (Quax, 1950)

The Drake University Greek Social System:

The history of the Greek system at Drake has been documented by a most excellent historical study, 
titled Etsis: A History of the Fraternities and Sororities of Drake University, authored by Sheree L. Clark and 
Lynden Lyman.  The title, specifically the word “Etsis” (Epsilon Tau Sigma-the first permanent Greek-letter 
social organization) refers to the hidden early days of the Drake Greeks when one of its houses adopted that 
club name.  The purpose of this context, in lieu of covering the same ground as the authors did, is to address the 
high points of the Greek story and to explore how the context is significant.

The Greek social system speaks to class, caste, social advancement and networking, social and 
leadership training, and a range of other goals and purposes.  To the outsider, it represents terra incognito, while 
to the participant, it is a valued realm of memories as well as a lifetime of ongoing support and affiliation.  
From the standpoint of significance, at least three measures of importance come to mind.  The first is the simple 
reality that any successful college or university would be expected to be a part of the Greek system.  Second, 
that participation should ideally be sufficiently of quality and scale that the best national affiliations and the 
highest Greek accolades are represented in the mix and history of its fraternities and sororities.  Finally, by its 
very nature, the Greek system plays a very public and fundamental social role in campus life and the fact that its 
presence is reflected in residence houses, and the fact that those houses tend to be both very visible (seasonally 
and at late hours), this history leaves a mark on the campus and its neighborhood.  Usually these houses cluster 
and this aspect adds to the potential architectural significance of the context.  
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Figure 3-57:  All Drake University Greek fraternity/sorority locations (dark gray boundary denotes core 
concentration of the houses, the 34th Street clustering being of recent date

 (J. Jacobsen, data from Clark, city directories)

From the Greek social standpoint, the equality and egalitarianism that was the cornerstone of the 
Disciples of Christ Church, was the same core essence that inervated the fraternity and sorority.  The Drake 
University community failed to see that similarity and the following Delphic 1884 polemic against all things 
Greek expresses the initial and long-enduring opposition to the system:

COLLEGE SECRET SOCIETIES—we take no part in the cry against these societies simply
because they are secret.  Their secrecy does not hurt them.  They are a curse, however, to every 
institution that has them.  We know they pretend to have benevolent purposes, such as 
encouraging high scholarship and providing good company for their members, and doubtless, 
they sometimes do some good; but we speak of them in general.

A student may be ever so worthy in character yet if he lacks money or makes no show or spread 
of himself the secret societies regard him of no consequence and treat him as a barbarian in 
social matters.  In the literary societies and in the class the fraternity boys vote for their brethren 
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simply because they are brethren.  Their aim is to give every thing having any honor attached to 
it to one of their own members.  

Drake University is fortunate in not having any of these secret societies.  Notwithstanding the 
faculty’s prohibition, efforts will likely be made to establish them here; for they exist in many 
schools with hostile faculties.

If any such efforts are made we hope and believe they will fail.

A transfer student caused the first campus fraternity to receive its charter in early 1891.  Curiously true to form, 
its members soon gained control of the Delphic newspaper.  Students tossed out the miscreants the next year 
and the fraternity evaporated a year later, the victim of negative student opinion.  A late 1902 petition to the 
Board of Trustees seeking acceptance of a Law fraternity was denied.  This matter introduces the potential 
confusion between Greek-letter social organizations and honorary Greek professional organizations.  The latter, 
along with many other unlettered ones, thrived on campus.  Revised Board of Trustee bylaws, promulgated in 
August 1901 reaffirmed opposition to both professional departmental and Greek-letter social organizations.  
That same year the Dental Department had at least initiated a professional fraternity, but abandoned that effort 
when the bylaws prohibition was brought up.  Even as the university administrators claimed that there was no 
interest in the matter, the first secret sorority was organized in late 1903 (Clark, pp. 4-7).

The campus environment and particularly the student body was changing at this time and with all the 
trappings of modernity, the students were less conservative.  The university made its formal break with the 
Disciples of Christ Church and embarked on its secularized path into the future.  By 1913 there were 16 
fraternities and sororities organized at Drake.  These existed under the pretense of coded names, usually 
substituting English letter equivalents for the Greek ones.  A unified dance event held in early 1908 roused the 
University Council to investigate but it would appear that it was the function and not sponsoring group(s) that 
was taboo.  The Council restated a prohibition of “dances, card parties or any other kindred function by any 
organization of the university, or connected with it.”  The fraternities and sororities called their bluff, holding 
prohibited activities the very next day after the issuance of the edict.  The 1907-08 Quax was the first to picture 
the “social clubs.”  University rules were announced to govern the clubs.  They had to have a name, as opposed 
to an acronym, had to have open membership with no inniation, and the members could wear no badge apart 
from the club name.  They could own or lease no houses, each had to have an honorary faculty member and 
only active students could be considered members.

In accordance with these rules, the conversion chart for the Greek-social organizations consisted of the 
following:

ETSIS=Epsilon Tau Sigma
GSK=Golden Skull Club
Delta Chi=Dirk’s Club
Tau Psi=Tux Club
Sigma Beta Kappa=Sword and Balance Klub
Iota Delta Omicron=Idono
Kappa Kappa Upsilon=Kiku Club
Zeta Phi=Zatis

Once fraternities and sororities were allowed to come out of hiding, the system experienced a pre-World 
War I period of growth.  The “anti-democratic” organizations proved that they could be self-governing 
organizations.  They recruited the majority of the best students and quickly became dominant in the organizing 
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of most university activities.  The war narrowly avoiding the complete suspension of Greek activities and the 
houses contributed funds to a variety of war-related purposes and individual house activities were greatly 
reduced.  At war’s end the Greek membership accounted for over three-fourths of university enlistments and 
five of the 18 Drake war dead were Greek members.  There does not appear to have been any loss of fraternities 
or their houses due to the war effort (Clark, pp.10-18).

Figure 3-58: New Kappa Alpha Theta sorority house, 2840 University Avenue 
(Des Moines Tribune, October 18, 1922)

Figure 3-59: Best homecoming decorated house, 2840 University Avenue (non-extant) 
(Des Moines Tribune, November 9, 1922)

The long-time opponent of the system, university president Hill M. Bell, was replaced by a fraternity 
member, Arthur Holmes, in early Septembe 1918.  The only obstacle to full Greek legitimacy was that of 
national affiliation (several honorary societies had been allowed this priviledge pre-war) and this was allowed in 
1920 with comparatively minimal resistance.  National affiliation was a two-way street.  The university had to 
meet the standards of the national organizations as fully as did the chartering local houses.  The institution was 
deemed to lack both national recognition and a stable endowment.  Just three of ten sororities were deemed to 
be eligible and it was the fraternities that made the first move to affiliate, and three of three applications were 
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rejected in 1920.  The university’s stature was an obstacle to approval as was the fact that the State universities 
were considerably further advanced vis-à-vis accreditation and the nationals were content to focus their energies 
on them.  As of the spring of 1920 just four organizations had their own houses (located at 2718 University 
Avenue, 1218 28th Street, 1174 26th Street and 1173 27th Street).  By the spring of 1921, affiliate installations 
had been held at three Drake fraternities and three sororities.  The unanticipated consequence was the loss of 
four sororities, during 1921-22 due to their inability to realize a national charter.  Consolidation was a another 
by-product, with combined assets making affiliation more likely (Clark, pp. 19-27; Des Moines Register, 
September 3, 1920).

Figure 3-60: 1235 34th Street, Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity and house mother (Quax, 1938, p. 188)

By 1929-30 all but two organizations had their own houses and the system was enjoying stability and 
consistant recruitment.  The arrival of the Great Depression imposed a “survival of the fittest” regime on the 
Drake Greek social system.  Two fraternities collapsed almost immediately as the student enrollment declined 
from 2,4999 in 1929-30 to 1,803 in 1934-35.  Affiliation was now a luxury.  Two more fraternities failed in 
1931 and the houses struggled under austerity budgets.  Sororities were particularly hard hit.  The majority of 
female student candidates were in two-year teacher’s training programs.  The university had mandated a 
minimal one-year commitment for female pledges and the university’s first dormitory, for women, had opened 
in 1931.  Three sororities went down.  The university Committee on Fraternity Affairs mandated that a 
fraternity had to liquidate all of its debts semester to semester before they could seek new members.  This act 
sought to protect “new students in becoming involved in the debts of a nearly bankrupt organization.”  The 
committee added sororities and the university reserved the right to deny graduation to those having unpaid 
fraternity/sorority accounts.  By 1934 eight fraternites had been winnowed down to three, representing all of the 
campus national affiliates.  Some houses relocated to less-expensive locations.  All was not bad, as the 
Valentine’s Sweetheart Sing” was established in the spring of 1935 and would remain a mainstay in Drake 
Greek traditions as late as the 1980s.  Curiously another innovation, maligned in the early years, was that of the 
“alliance.”  Composing just a quarter of the student body, sororities and fraternities were enabled to secure 
control of elected campus positions.  Too many conflicting alliances backfired however.  Another effect of 
national affiliation was an opposition to recruiting Jewish or Catholic members.  The Drake Men’s Club 
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organized in 1937 to provide a Drake home for these undesirables and it quickly achieved national affiliation.  
By that time, some normality had returned to the campus with a record-setting 1940 campus enrollment.  
National affiliation had produced larger houses, with fraternities averaging 60-75 members (formerly 30) and 
sororities 45 members (Clark, pp. 28-33).

Threats of another war coincided with a new Drake president, Dr. Henry Gadd Harmon, another 
fraternity man.  Harmon would remain at Drake for 23 years and would be an active proponent of the Greek 
social system.  With the declaration of war, campus manpower was reduced, although accelerated programs 
(two and a half years) still retained draft deferment status.  Two fraternities went dormant and gave up their 
houses, while two others gave up their houses for use as military barracks (3650 Cottage Grove, 2900 
Brattleboro).  As the end of the war neared, dormant fraternities were reactivated.  The post-war onslaught of 
veteran-students was a boon to the Greek social system.  Fraternity membership soared on average to 100 
members, hazing was relaced with drinking, and a greater maturity was introduced.  There was a campus push 
to increase the number of sororities and the available fraternities were simply outstripped by male student 
interest.  One administrative change uncoupled the issuance of grades to those having unpaid Greek accounts.  
Now the houses became their own bill collectors.  Far more problematic was the non-availability of rentable 
quarters.  Even the university owned houses were full.  Three of eleven houses had satisfactory housing.  This 
new reality pushed the unhoused to consider 34th Street, between University and Forest avenues, as a desired 
Greek social system nesting place.  Two houses were already long-established there since 1934.  These houses 
were apparently illegal, since the city’s zoning ordinance prohibited establishing multi-family housing there.  
The first house to seek rezoning, in October 1947, won approval of the Plan and Zoning Commission and City 
Council, but a technicality forced a reconsideration and the request was rejected in the face of neighborhood 
opposition.  The two established houses were awarded variances (Clark, pp. 34-38).

By 1950 22 percent of Drake’s male student body (564 men) were affiliated with one of nine fraternities.  
Forty-four percent of the females (317 students) composed seven sororities.  In March 1952, “Greek Weekend” 
was held and became the seed for “Greek Week,” another Drake tradition.  The campus social environment was 
changing.  Residence halls had their own councils and were holding their own social calendars.  The university 
was becoming more involved in the many facets of student life, beyond simple discipline.  A 1952 study 
evaluated the failure of fraternity grade point averages to equal all-men grade points.  Some consideration was 
made of establishing “coordinated sorority and fraternity housing” close to the campus.  The matter of 34th

Street returned in mid-1958.  Alpha Phi sought to purchase 1236 34th Street and its petition was approved by the 
Plan and Zone Commission.  Neighbors went to court, overcoming an initial District court defeat in 1959, 
before securing an Iowa Supreme Court victory that negated the zoning change as spot zoning.  The Des 
Moines City Council asked for court relief in the matter, was denied, and then acted to rezone the entire block.  
As a result, Greek Row developed along that street during the 1960s and 1970s (Clark, pp. 39-41).

The issue of racial and religious exclusion resurfaced in early 1960.  At its heart was a growing 
divergence between the Greek community and the campus student body.  Charges of hypocrosy were leveled.   
The former enforced a relentless group and individual conformity, and social changes that were developing in 
the broader society were not represented in the more traditional Greek social system.  In 19621 Drake 
University mandated that all student organizations would base their membership “on merit, congeniality, 
common interests and special talents.”  Still, 1962 was the high-water mark of student body Greek involvment, 
with 27 percent of all males, and 40 percent of all female students being affiliated.  The active pledge pool that 
fall totalled 900 students.  At the same time virtually every Drake fraternity was on some type of administrative 
probation during this period.  In late 1962 Sigma Phi Epsilon lost its Drake recognition, an unheard of action.  A 
set of “minimum responsibilities” for each Greek organization was developed and enacted by the University.  
The university Senate mandated compliance with a non-discriminatory membership requirement in late 1963 
and surprisingly, the national organizations allowed compliance (Clark, pp. 42-43).
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The development of “Greek Row” on 34th Street was still in a nascent state when a serious university 
effort was undertaken in 1960 to construct a fraternity-sorority row on the university-owned parcel located 
north of the stadium.  The impetus curiously was to make Greek living conditions comparable with that enjoyed 
by those who were living in the dormitories.  Federal funding was investigated and a substantial report was 
produced on the concept.  Greek houses were encouraged to delay any housing plans and the idea was still alive 
and well when President Harmon died in 1964.  His successor, Dr. Paul Sharp, thought that the university had 
limited resources and other building priorities (Clark, pp. 43-45).

Social change during the late 1960s and early 1970s created an unprecedented level of student 
autonomy.  The Greek social system found itself aligned with “The Establishment” as all things traditional were 
derided.  By 1970, student participation in things Greek plummeted to 16.3 percent of all men, and just 24.8 
percent of all women students.  The university abandoned its efforts of surrogate parenting and fraternities in 
particular were left without any university staff guidance.  Stability and some degree of normalcy returned by 
1980 as student interest in the Greek system rebounded.  Figure 3-61 tallies the overall pattern of chapters at 
Drake.  Most notably is the dominance of sororities during the early years and the impact of World War II on 
fraternities (the numbers did not go to zero, but all activities were suspended for the duration) (Clark, pp. 46-
51).

Figure 3-61: Sororities (gray line) and fraternities (black line) at Drake, 1890-1983
(Data from Clark, pp. 253-258)

The architectural manifestation of the Greek social system largely post-dates World War II.  It wasn’t 
until that time period that many houses actually began to own their houses, and it wasn’t until that period of 
rapid expansion that the size of the houses required the alteration of the single-family houses that were 
occupied.  Prior to that time, a Greek residence stood out from its neighbors on a seasonal basis only, when its 
façade was largely obliterated with decorations for homecoming or the like.  The first alterations consisted of 
interior alterations, attic and basement sleeping rooms, and outside fire escapes.  Then more substantial rear 
addditions were built and in some exceptional instances, the original house was as architecturally obliterated as 
were the apartmentalized houses.
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Figure 3-62: 3118 Cottage Grove Avenue, then and now 
(Des Moines Register, April 2, 2000; Polk County Assessor)

Edward F. and Clara Bailey built this house in 1900 and lived here until 1919.  By 1946 Delta Zeta was 
Drake’s largest sorority and the house was purchased.  Enlargements began in 1955 and concluded in 1963, 
resulting in a 35-bed capacity.  The sorority relocated to 1300 34th Street in 1974 but closed in 1979 (Des 
Moines Register, April 2, 2000).

Figure 3-63: 3650 Cottage Grove Avenue, 1937 (left) and 1962 (right)
(Quax, 1937, p. 226; 1962, p. 263)

Alpha Tau Omega, a fraternity, occupied this house 1934-43 (it was used as a training barracks during 
World War II) and again 1944-1978.  Its enlargements were more sympathetic and the original house remains 
visible, but with a substantial east end extension.  This house was located well west of the campus.

Figure 3-64: 1335 34th Street, 1951 (left), 1958 (right)
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Figure 3-65: 1335 34th Street, present appearance (Polk County Assessor, 2011)

This is what the residents on 34th Street certainly most feared.  The Kappa Alpha Theta sorority acquired 
this Tudor style house in 1947, and the rest is architectural history (Quax, 1951, p. 64; 1958, p. 161).

One historical documentation legacy of the Greek experience at Drake University is the hundreds of 
house photos that document many of the more than 150 houses that sheltered the fraternities and sororities in 
and around the campus.  In many instances, dozens of images and drawings document these houses, and all 
available images, from Quax and other sources, have been digitized and organized by address as a historical 
neighborhood visual dataset.

Drake University Campus Expansion and its Impact upon Residences:

The “Lost Houses” address list that was developed as an appendix to this report identifies some 630 
houses that are no longer standing on their original lots.  While a good number of these were relocated and 
reused, most were not.  This tally excludes the houses lost to the construction of Interstate-235, which lies
outside of the survey boundaries.  This is an impressive number given that the survey area houses generally 
represent the first houses ever built on their lots.  A good proportion of these losses can be directly linked either 
to campus expansion, or to commercial expansion which was also related to the presence of Drake University.  
The loss of the houses close to or on campus makes it more difficult to interpret the architectural history of the 
residential areas that developed in proximity to Drake.  The converse is that the loss of the houses was the direct 
consequence of the success of the university.  

The other sections of this report describe how the campus began with all of its earliest buildings being 
located within a single block.  The campus then grew west and the stadium was developed in a separate area to 
the northwest of the campus.  It wasn’t until the early post-World War II years that stadium and the campus 
proper were connected with new buildings, located along 29th Street.  The substantial wave of new university 
construction that followed during the 1950s established what is recommended as an enlarged National Register 
eligible campus district.
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Figure 3-66: House moving on Forest Avenue (Des Moines Register, no date, ca.1937)

This house stood at 24th Street and Forest Avenue, and ended up at Clark Street and Beaver Avenue.

Figure 3-67: Sketches of lost houses (Quax, 1950, inside covers)
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This detail of a 1950 sketch map was drawn by Jack O. Smith and documents the houses that remained 
in place on the east half of campus.  It individually presents each house but also shows that the residential 
neighborhood in and around the campus remained almost completely intact as late as 1950.

Figure 3-68: “Last house moves” (Quax, 1952, p. 40)

Figure 3-69: David H. Buxton House, 1355 30th Steet, demolished to make room for new dormitory 
(Des Moines Register, March 15, 1952)


